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Abstract. CMS (Computerized Monitoring Systems) are prevalent in 
organizations and fulfill an important role to management. Often, new CMS 
implementations fail. A possible aspect of failures is the perception by 
employees of being “watched” by CMS. Since all information systems can 
inherently collect data, they can all monitor employees at some level, even if 
it’s not their primary purpose. Therefore, users might sense they are being 
watched, triggering panoptic perceptions. This research in progress endeavors 
to understand the panoptic phenomenon and resulting CMS implementation 
failure via Actor Network Theory (ANT). Specifically, a published case study 
on a CMS failure within a medical organization is revisited to investigate 
organizational dynamics of misaligned interests between the cast of characters. 
Through ANT, the reader attains a better understanding of the technological and 
social factors that affected the CMS implementation and the underlying 
processes that led to its failure. Implications and future research are discussed. 
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1   Introduction 

In 1787, Jeremy Bentham introduced a prison design called the panopticon. By 
design, the prison cells were arranged circularly around a central guard tower so 
prisoners could be monitored without their knowledge. As described by Bentham, 
“the persons to be inspected should always feel themselves as if under inspection, at 
least as standing a great chance of being so”[1].  

The idea of panopticon is efficient monitoring, and it is common in organizations. 
Recent statistics report nearly 80% of organizations utilize some form of monitoring 
[2]. It’s not surprising given workers have been monitored throughout history [3]. 
Monitoring is employed for a variety of reasons including internal, quality, and 
performance controls. Tracking employee performance [4] is a typical use which can 
both reward productive and motivate underperforming employees [5].  

Advances in technology have made monitoring more efficient and less obvious. 
Consequently, electronic tools such as computerized monitoring systems (CMS) have 
replaced monitoring methods requiring human interaction. While some information 
systems (IS) are designed for monitoring, most are not intended for this purpose 
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specifically. However, since all IS have inherent abilities to collect data from users at 
some level, they all are potential monitoring systems. As a result, IS users might sense 
they are being watched, triggering panoptic perceptions. Timmons [6] referred to this 
notion as electronic panopticon (EP). 

While organizational monitoring, especially CMS, has been examined in the social 
science literature, little research has investigated why these systems sometimes fail to 
fully implement or be successful in organizations [7]. A CMS failure is a setback to 
finances, management credibility, and employee morale [7]. This research uses Actor 
Network Theory (ANT) to investigate a failed CMS implementation. Guided by Lee’s 
[8] framework of understanding, we provide a subjective overview and a deeper 
interpretive look at the actor’s roles in the failure. Our analysis explores how panoptic 
perceptions of the CMS played a key role in the implementation failure. 

2   Literature Review 

A review of literature reveals much work on the panoptic problem. The following is a 
brief selection. Foucault’s “Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison” [3] is one 
of the earliest studies on panopticon. It has since often been associated with IT aided 
monitoring. Zuboff [9] coined the term “information panopticon” and positing 
management control reach past time and space constraints. Lyon [10] used “electronic 
panopticism” in his systematic description. Botan [11] proposed a panoptic effects 
model to predict consequences of electronic monitoring in the workplace. There is 
now general acceptance as stated by Foucault [3] that panopticon is a near inescapable 
phenomenon in the modern electronic world [6 p.143].  

We use CMS as an umbrella term for any IS built to collect data from users. Some 
IS are created to monitor [12] such as electronic performance monitoring systems 
[13], security monitoring systems (e.g. CCTV) [14], and call center monitoring 
systems [6]. In contrast, other systems (e.g.: payment processing systems) are not 
designed explicitly for monitoring purposes. But because they collect data, they can 
be used as a monitoring system. Depending on the extent management uses this 
category of IS, these CMS can be seen as a form of EP. For instance, Kayas [15] 
looked at the panoptic phenomenon within the scope of ERP systems. Dawson et al. 
[16] and Kitto [17] studied panoptic effects in online learning environments.  

A rich literature exists concerning individuals working in EP environments. 
Research has shown EP caused by CMS radically increased the stress of an employee, 
decreased satisfaction, impacted job performance, and influenced the sense of group 
citizenship and commitment to the employer [13]. Studies have found system 
feedback and perceptions of fairness moderate these negative effects [18].  

3   Methodology 

We employ the first two steps of Lee’s integrative framework [8] to gain a better 
understanding of a CMS implementation and failure. Lee’s framework proposes three 
levels of understanding: subjective (perception of phenomenon by the subjects), 
interpretive (perception of phenomenon by researcher), and positivist (confirmation of 
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researcher’s theory). Taken together, a cycle emerges ending with the positivist view 
validated through a subjective understanding, which initiates a new cycle.  

We now present a subjective look at a failed CMS implementation by reporting on 
a case study from the literature. Following is an interpretive understanding using 
ANT, looking particularly at actor roles and the panoptic influence. 

3.1   Subjective Understanding 

Subjective understanding refers to “how the observed human subjects understand 
themselves and the world around them” [19]. Here, subjective understanding is 
captured through description of a prior case from the literature [20], a technique not 
uncommon in the IS discipline [21, 22].  

Our case describes a failed CMS implementation at MEDWELL (a hospital 
pseudonym). MEDWELL’s host country underwent major reform in its public 
healthcare sector. To make healthcare facilities more accountable, the government 
corporatized all public hospitals and created a Regional Health Authority to act as the 
final purchaser of health care services [20]. 

Under pressure to reduce costs and improve efficiency, MEDWELL implemented a 
CMS. Labelled ‘casemix’ (CX), it was designed to “track individual patient 
treatments throughout the hospital on a cost and activity basis” [20]. With information 
generated CX, management could monitor expenditures, implement changes based on 
collected data, and normalize medical practice in an effort to reduce costs.  

However, deployment of CX was plagued with problems. Instead of seeing it as a 
way to improve efficiency, clinical staff viewed CX as a system that intruded on their 
autonomy. As a result, excuses developed to circumvent the use of CX. Worse, some 
doctors used CX data to lobby management for more expenditure of resources. 
Although management hoped CX would reduce costs and boost efficiency, clinicians 
never embraced it. As clinicians gave up using CX, so too did management, resulting 
in a failed implementation of the CMS [20]. 

From a subjective standpoint, the CMS failure occurred due to resistance and lack 
of use: symptoms included negative feelings of EP from the clinicians, misuse of CX 
data by clinicians, and half-hearted buy-in from management. Normalization Process 
Theory [23] suggests implementation of organizational process requires cognitive 
participation and collective action, criteria CX never achieved. Lessened panoptic 
perceptions of the CMS might have led clinicians to more use of CX. As it happened, 
clinicians never believed in CX or wanted to participate in its use. Additionally, their 
use of CX data in opposition to management goals (cost cutting) and management’s 
diminishing use of CX hindered successful collective use of the CMS. 

3.2   Interpretive Understanding 

To reach an interpretive understanding, researchers determine how humans view 
themselves and the world around them. In our research, interpretive understanding is 
achieved through reinterpretation of the subjective view utilizing ANT. 
 
Basic Concepts of ANT. ANT describes society as a collection of human and non-
human elements, which form a complex network of actors. Each actor has interests, 
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whether the actor is human or a non-human object. The core concept in ANT is 
translation in which “the identity of actors, the possibility of interaction and the 
margins of maneuver are negotiated and delimited” [24]. Translation has three stages: 
problematization, interessement, and enrollment. In problematization, the focal actor - 
the key actor driving the process and direction of translation - identifies problems and 
other actors, outlines strategies for solving problems, and establishes the obligatory 
passage point (OPP). In ANT, OPP refers to a point specified by the focal actor where 
all relevant actors achieve a shared interest in a post-translation network. During 
interessement, the focal actor works to convince other actors to join a newly defined 
network. At enrollment, actors accept the roles negotiated with the focal actor and pass 
through the OPP. A new, stable actor network emerges as translation completes [25]. 

The rationale for using ANT to gain an interpretive understanding is broad. ANT 
stresses the importance of non-human actors and contends they (and their interests) 
should be treated similarly to human actors. Therefore, ANT is useful given we want 
to understand the role of the IS in this setting. ANT is also appropriate for analyzing 
complex phenomenon within an organization; particularly, political, technical, and 
social networks. In the present study, many factors mutually influenced the 
implementation of CX, comprising a complex network. Through ANT, we can gain a 
finer understanding from the management, employee, and technology perspective.  

 
Pre-translation Actor Network. From the ANT perspective, MEDWELL was an actor-
network consisting of management and clinical staff (Figure 1). Both actors had specific 
roles in the pre-translation network. Responsibility of management was administering 
MEDWELL’s day-to-day activities and providing resources to facilitate operations. 
Clinicians focused on taking care of patients based on their autonomous judgment. 
Through different roles, they shared the same interest of providing health care. 
 
Translation – problematization. Setting the OPP – Corporatization of MEDWELL 
triggered the translation process. While the interests of clinical staff remained, 
management’s, due to the new mandate to make healthcare more accountable, 
changed to reducing costs and improving efficiency. This altered focus caused a 
misalignment of interests among 
actors, leading to the breakdown of the 
old network. 

Management decided CX CMS was 
the way to reach the new costing and 
efficiency goals, citing a lack of the 
information need to control costs. Since 
CX “links detailed information on 
hospital patient treatment and clinical 
activity with associated costs…” [20], 
the CMS would enable them to monitor 
and control costs. As described, 
“scrutinizing clinical procedures and explicitly linking patient treatment decisions to 
standard costs make clinical activity visible and susceptible to intervention by 
management, who can then influence clinical decisions” [20].  

Fig. 1. Old Network (Pre-Translation) 

Fig. 1. Old Network (Pre-Translation) 
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In addition, management thought CX would reduce costs by normalizing doctors’ 
medical practice. As described, “a CX information system is an attempt to influence 
doctors’ behavior towards ‘normal’ work practices, through comparative application 
of performance information” [20]. Ideally, this information would engender peer 
pressure, coaxing doctors to adopt best practices thus reducing costs. A corporate 
manager reinforced this idea: “There are difficulties overall with actually managing 
doctors. I believe the only way of managing doctors is to get information through IS 
that provide them with the sort of reports in which peer pressure will bring some 
conformance to expenditure” [20]. With this in mind, management (the focal actor) 
set the OPP for a new actor network: installation and use of CX by all hospital staff.  

Identification of relevant actors - Hospital management can be viewed as the focal 
actor in the network. At MEDWELL, management drove utilization of CX. 
Management pushed other network actors behind their interest of cost reduction. The 
clinical staff is another actor in the network. This punctualized actor consists of the 
doctors, nurses, and medical consultants who work within the hospital. Their interests 
lied in the autonomous delivery of health care to their patients. The CX CMS was a 
new actor in the network with its own interests. Making inanimate objects actors is an 
important function within ANT. The question arises, how can non-living objects have 
interests? ANT posits that non-living objects have interests inscribed upon them. In 
this case, though it was designed as a cost accounting and tracking system, CX was 
inscribed by management with the interest of watching over MEDWELL activities. 
Through the focal actor’s inscription of this interest, the CX system acquired its 
panoptic qualities that the clinical staff would soon sense throughout the hospital. 

Translation – Interessement and Enrollment. Interessement and Enrollment of the 
CX system - The enrollment of CX was achieved through the inscription of 
management’s interest into the system. For instance, via its omnipresence throughout 
MEDWELL, CX could associate costs with each activity in the hospital making them 
visible and calculable. As described, “The increased visibility...enabled management 
to focus attention on profit or loss-making areas” [20]. Additionally, CX could 
compare doctors’ practice, giving “a view on clinical practice that highlights 
variances between the performance of individual doctors or clinical specialties” [20]. 

Interessement and Enrollment of the clinical staff - Interessement and enrollment of 
clinicians into the new network (Figure 2) was more difficult than CX given their 
interests conflicted with management. As an interviewed manager stated about 
MEDWELL clinicians, “They have 
no interest in either the financial 
side of CX or anything else. They’re 
here to work. They’re here to 
operate. They’re here to look after 
the patient.” [20]. 

Two strategies were utilized to 
enroll clinical staff into the new 
network. The first was to exhibit the 
benefits of CX through a series of 
demos to clinicians. “Recourse was 
made to a quality discourse in an 

Fig. 2. Ideal State of New Network 

Fig. 2. Ideal State of New Network 
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attempt to construct the interests of doctors as congruent with those of management. 
This involved translating the notion of patient care into terms of effectiveness and 
efficiency” [20].  

The second was to recruit senior doctors as clinical managers. Management hoped 
that some ownership of the CX data by clinical staff would reduce perceptions of 
being “watched” by managers wanting to control them, thus reducing CX resistance. 
As described, “The recruitment of senior doctors into managerial roles theoretically 
meant that control and review would be performed by the same people. Doctors, or at 
least a ‘doctor as manager’ hybrid, would influence clinical activity, rather than direct 
control by senior management”. [20] 
 
Failure of the new network. During CX’s deployment at MEDWELL, intrinsic 
conflicts in the new network were never solved. As a result, resistance and betrayal of 
actors became an inevitable ending. As actors betrayed the new network, an 
interesting thing happened: the focal actor (management) betrayed themselves and the 
CX system (Figure 3). 

Resistance and betrayal of the clinical 
staff – Two important reasons led to the 
resistance of clinical staff to CX. First, 
the panoptic eye of the CX system 
reached every corner of the clinician 
domain. No matter the clinical procedure 
or activity they undertook, no matter 
where in the hospital it occurred, the 
ever present CX system was recording 
their actions as they entered in patient 
care information. Indeed, CX required 
clinicians to input information about 
patient movement, “length of stay, day surgery vs. inpatient surgery, operating theater 
time management, off-hours laboratory usage” [20]. Compounding the problem, 
clinicians were unsure how CX data would be used. As related by a corporate 
manager: “There is a lot of information that is produced, that we’re not quite sure, you 
know, what it means for us… some of my older colleagues felt it was threatening, that 
you were going to be looking at some of their cases… the fear is that it might be used 
by somebody against them somewhere down the track… we’re not quite sure how 
that information will processed” [20]. Without a clear management policy as to how 
information gathered by CX would be used, clinicians were cognitively averse to 
cooperating with management on use of the system. 

Second, although clinical staff members didn’t know all the ways the CX data was 
being used, they were certain about one use of it. CX’s constant watch over 
MEDWELL operations became an affront to the autonomy and best judgment of the 
clinical staff. As a corporate manager stated, “[Doctors] don’t like this monitoring 
business…they don’t like managers and analysts saying ‘Hey, why are you doing this, 
why are you doing that?’” [20].  

With CX constantly recording clinical decisions through its data collection, 
management could choose practices in line with their goals and reject others. Armed 
with CX data, management began making decisions about clinical practices, intruding 

Fig. 3. New Network Disintegrates 

Fig. 3. New Network Disintegrates 
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on clinicians’ professional independence. Clinicians clearly felt the panoptic eye on 
their backs, eventually leading to betrayal of the new network. As related: 
“monitoring through the CX IS was open to the circumvention of doctors as they 
attempted to escape the implications of the gaze of normalizing judgment” [20].  

Betrayal of the CX IS - CX had its own interests inscribed by management: that of 
watching over hospital activities to help reduce costs. Surprisingly, CX betrayed the 
focal actor (management) after its implementation. Instead of leading to cost savings, 
CX data was used by clinicians to make a case for more resources. This data use was 
a reversal of the intentions of management to cut costs! As described, “Even skeptical 
doctors could recognize the usefulness of the CX IS in arguing for more resources” 
[20]. As one doctor said in an interview, “I won’t say it’s not useful, because the 
clinical manager is able to show that we’re grossly under-funded… That’s useful. I’ll 
accept that” [20].  

Management, in turn, betrayed the CX system. As CX implementation progressed, 
management never completely supported the CMS to make it work across all hospital 
departments. The organizational “culture change” never completely happened in the 
minds of the administration [20]. As a result, management eventually stopped its use 
of the CX system and returned to traditional budgeting methods! 

4   Discussion 

As noted above, any new IS roll out will be costly to an organization. Implementation 
failure can be devastating, both to organization finances and employee morale. As 
such, investigating these failures is useful. In this particular case, the perception of EP 
by clinical staff played a significant role in the implementation failure.  

Since all IS have capabilities to collect user data, each has the potential to create a 
panoptic perception. Here, the CX system was designed and implemented to reduce 
costs by normalizing clinician’s routines to best practice. Management failed to 
realize (or chose to not care) that CX was perceived as an EP by the clinical staff. As 
a result, they didn’t take steps to remove or diffuse the perception. The EP drove 
resistance to the system in a number of ways, and paved the way for the breakdown of 
the new actor network that was created when the focal actor implemented the CMS. 

Management might have reduced panoptic perceptions of the system by making 
business rules for using CX data more transparent such as policies to explain what 
data would be collected, how it would be used, who could view the data, and what 
procedures would be taken to protect the privacy and identity of users. By making 
transparent rules, the focal actor might have reduced clinicians’ unease with a system 
that constantly recorded their every clinical activity and brought them more in line 
with management interests, as suggested by Alder and Ambrose [18]. 

After examining the failure of CX at MEDWELL, an unanticipated ANT finding 
emerged in our investigation. Although it did not involve the EP, it does underpin the 
failure of the CMS implementation. Management failed to get completely behind the 
CMS to make it work across all hospital departments. As related in the case, a culture 
shift towards CX never took place among management [20]. This critical lack of 
follow through led management to eventually stop using the CX system and return to 
traditional budgeting methods. In effect, the focal actor betrayed the very actor (the 
CMS) brought into the network to sustain their goal of cost reduction!  
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This “self-betrayal” event raised an interesting question in our minds about ANT 
theory in general: can a focal actor betray its own interests within the network and 
still maintain a viable network? If the focal actor’s goals and stated OPP are the 
driving force behind the creation of a new network, where the enrollment of other 
actors is necessary to sustain it, can a network be established and survive when the 
focal actor does not get behind and support their own goal 100%? We believe the 
answer is no; it is nearly (if not completely) impossible for a new network to maintain 
integrity without the complete support of the focal actor. We also believe the 
interpretation of self-betrayal by the focal actor to be a first in the ANT literature. 

5   Limitations and Conclusion 

Our primary limitation is that our understanding is derived from a secondary case 
analysis. The author of the original paper may have biased our understanding through 
his writing. However, the use of a secondary case can achieve the same rigor level as 
first-hand investigation. Dilthey [26] contends that the task of interpretation and 
understanding is “an empathetic grasping, reconstructing, and re-experiencing by one 
human mind of mental objectifications produced by other human minds” [27]. From 
this perspective, secondary case analysis and first-hand investigation are both 
subjective in understanding, which intends to recover the author’s originally intended 
meaning. The only difference is the text of the understanding. The text of the first-
hand investigation is the original case scenario, whereas the text of secondary case 
analysis is the original author’s writing. To summarize, a secondary case analysis 
could achieve rigor as long as it recovers the author’s originally intended meaning. 

How a CMS engenders a panoptic experience for users and how such perceptions 
influence users’ performance are still not well understood. The current research is a 
step towards gaining a better understanding of this phenomenon. It provides some 
clarity to IS researchers and practitioners on the role of technology in creating 
panoptic perceptions and the negative impact they can have. In our case, panoptic 
perceptions played a key role in the failed implementation of the CMS at 
MEDWELL. Additionally, this study provides suggestions on reducing panoptic 
perceptions, thus improving the success rate of future implementations. Since 
implementation failures are costly to organizations in several ways, a better 
understanding of this phenomenon is both timely and useful. 

Future research will take us to Lee’s [8] third leg of insight into the 
CMS/panopticon phenomenon, the positivist understanding. Investigation will center 
on how system characteristics influence users’ panoptic perceptions. An experiment 
will seek to measure subjects using in a simulated CMS [28]. 
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